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ABSTRACT 
Let L be a finite geometric lattice of dimension , and let w(k) denote the 
number of elements in L of rank k. Two theorems about he numbers w(k) are 
proved: first, w(k) >~ w(1) for k = 2, 3 ..... n -- 1. Second, w(k) = w(1) if and 
only if k = n - 1 and L is modular. Several corollaries concerning the "match- 
ing" of points and dual points are derived from these results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several interesting problems of a combinatorial nature have recently 
arisen in the study of finite geometric lattices. One of the foremost of  these, 
due to Rota, is the unimodality conjecture: I f L  is a finite geometric lattice 
of  dimension n, and w(k) denotes the number of  elements in L of  rank k, 
then w(k) >~ min{w(i), w(j )}, for  any i and j  satisfying i <~ k ~ j. In other 
words, there exists an integer m such that the first m values of  w(k) are 
non-decreasing and the succeeding values are non-increasing. Attempts to 
verify this conjecture have been successful only in special cases in 
particular, it has been shown to be true for partition lattices and com- 
plemented, modular lattices (see [4] and [5]). Very few general results or 
methods eem to be known. 
This paper presents two theorems which relate to the unimodality 
problem and hold for all finite, geometric lattices: 
THEOREM 1. Let L be a finite, geometric lattice of  dimension n > 1. 
Then w(1) <~ w(i)for all i ~ 2, 3,..., n -- 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let L be a finite, geometric lattice of  dimension n > 1. 
Then w(1) = w(i), i f  and only i f  i = n -- 1 and L is modular. 
The " i f"  part of Theorem 2 is a special case of a theorem due to Dilworth 
[2]: in any finite, modular lattice, the number of  elements covering 
precisely k elements i  equal to the number o f  elements covered by precisely 
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k elements. Theorem 2 can be regarded as a converse to Dilworth's 
result for k ---- 1 in the geometric ase. 
It should also be mentioned that Theorem I trivially implies unimodality 
for geometric lattices of dimension ~ 4. 
Both Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 have a flavor common to a class of 
more general combinatorial problems. These problems concern m • n 
incidence matrices which, under certain conditions, satisfy the inequality 
m ~< n. Special configurations often arise in the case in which m = n. 
An example of this is the theorem of de Bruijn and Erd6s [3], which 
classifies all )t ---- 1 designs (cf. Ryser [7]). In fact, the de Bruijn-Erd6s 
results are precisely equivalent to Theorems 1 and 2 if one takes L to be 
a geometric lattice of dimension 3. (See Section 6.) 
The author wishes to thank Professor R. P. Dilworth for many valuable 
suggestions regarding the preparation of this paper. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
All lattices will be assumed finite. If x and y are elements of a lattice, 
with x > y, and x ~ z ~ y implies x ~ z, we say that x covers y and 
write x ~ y. Elements which cover 0 are called points, and elements 
covered by 1 are called dualpoints. A lattice in which every element is the 
join of the points it contains is called a point lattice. A dual point lattice 
is a lattice whose dual is a point lattice. A lattice is semimodular if x V y 
covers y whenever x covers x A y. A lattice L is modular if and only if 
both L and its dual are semimodular. A geometric lattice is a semimodular 
point lattice. 
I l L  is geometric, then a rank function r exists on L with the property that 
r(O) = O, r(x) -~ r(y) 6- 1 if x ~ y, and r(x V y) ~ r(x) 6- r(y) -- r(x A y) 
for all x, y in L. The dimension of L is defined to be the rank of the unit 
element 1. Every geometric lattice is both a point and a dual point lattice. 
If L is geometric, then so is every interval sublattice x/y in L. 
We let 
PL ~ the set of points of L, 
DL = the set of dual points of  L, 
r(L) ~ the dimension of L, 
w(k) ~- the number of elements of rank k in L, 
~(x) ~ the number of elements covered by x in L, 
fl(x) ~- the number of elements covering x in L, 
c~*(x) ~ the number of points contained in x, and 
/3*(x) ~- the number of dual points containing x. 
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3. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin with two lemmas that will be used in the proofs of  both 
theorems. The first follows easily from the definition of  semimodularity. 
LEMMA 1. Let L be a finite semimodular lattice. Let p E PL  and d c DL , 
with p ~ d. Then the map x -7 x V p is an injection from d/O to lip which 
takes points of d/O to points of lip and dual points of d/O to dual points of lip. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  L is finite and semimodular, p ~ PL, d ~ DL, and 
p ~ d, then ~(d) <~/3*(p) and a*(d) ~/3(p) .  
LEMMA 2. Let L be a finite dual point lattice, and let x ~ L. Then 
~(x) ~< I D~ I - /3,(x).  
Proof. We may assume that x 7~: 0. For each y ~ x, let du be a dual 
point of L such that y = x A du 9 The du's must be distinct, and none 
contains x. The inequality follows immediately from the definition of  
and/3*. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
I f  the elements of  rank ) k in any geometric lattice are identified, 
the result is again a geometric lattice. Thus, to prove Theorem 1, it 
suffices to show that w(n -- 1) >/w(1) whenever L is geometric lattice of 
dimension n. 
The theorem holds trivially for all lattices L with r(L) ~< 2. We now 
suppose that L is a geometric lattice of  dimension , and that the theorem 
holds for all lattices of  smaller dimension. 
The inductive assumption implies that Theorem 1 is true for all proper 
quotients of  L. In particular, we have ~(d) >/a*(d)  for all d c DL, and 
/3*(p) >/f l (p) for all p c PL ' Furthermore, o~*(d) <~ a(d) ~/3* (p)  when- 
everp ~ d, by Corollary 1.1 
Let S be any subset of  PL with I S I ~< I DL 1. We now show that there 
exists an injection f :  S--~ DL with the property that f (p )  ~ p for all 
p ~ S. For each p c S, let T(p) = {d c DL I d ~ p}, and let P l ,  P2 ..... Pk be 
1 H. J. RYS~R has pointed out that this combinatorial situation is related to a 
theorem of T. Motzkin [6], p. 463, Lemma 4.5]. The Motzkin result could be used at 
this point to complete the proof of Theorem 1. However, the proof we give develops 
techniques which will be used in the proof of Theorem 2, in addition to yielding Corollary 
2. The author wishes to thank Professor Ryser for clarifying certain aspects of the 
Motzkin result. 
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k points in S. If U is the union of the sets T(pi), i ~ 1, 2 ..... k, then it is 
evident that U ---- {d ~ DL ] d ~ u}, where u = Pl V P2 V ... V p~. Thus 
I U[ = ]DLI--/3*(u).  If u = 1, the unit element of L, then I U [= 
]DL[ ~>IS[ ~k .  If u< 1, then IU[  = [Dr . ] - - /3* (u )~(u)  by 
Lemma 2, and ~(u) >/ c~*(u) by the inductive assumption. Thus I U I ~> 
c~*(u) >~ k, since each p~ is contained in u. Hence [ U ] >/k  in any case, 
and the sets T(p), p ~ S, have a system of distinct representatives. This 
gives the desired function f. 
Suppose now that [ PL [ ~ [ DL I. Let S be any subset of PL with ] S ] = 
I DL I, and le t f :  S --~ DL be a bijection with f (p )  ~ p for all p ~ S. Since 
~*(f(p)) ~ fl*(p), we have 
Z = E 
~o~S ~S d~D L 
Since there are points of PL not in S, it follows that 
~eP L dED L 
which is impossible, since both sums give the total number of lines in 
the partially ordered set of points and dual points. Thus i Pz I <~ I DL l, 
and the theorem follows by induction. 
The following result is an immediate corollary to the above proof: 
COROLLARY 2. Let L be a finite geometric lattice. Then there is an 
injection f :  PL --~ DL with the property that f (p )  ~ p for all p ~ Pr. . 
The next result also follows from Theorem 1: 
COROLLARY 3. Let L be a finite geometric lattice. Then there is an 
injection g : PL -+ DL with the property that g(p) ~ p for all p ~ PL . 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the size of L, and show that the 
sets S(p)= {deDz ld  >~p}, for p~PL ,  have a system of distinct 
representatives. Let P l ,  P2 ,.-., Pk be any k points of L, and let U be the set 
of dual points containing some Pi. I f  k ----- w(1), then U = DL and 
I U[ >~ I PL I ~ k by Theorem 1. If k < w(1), let P0 be any point not 
equal to Pl ,..., P~, and let L* be the geometric lattice obtained by taking 
the joins of all subsets of points other than P0 9 If r(L*) = r(L), then it 
is clear that ]U[ >~lUn L* I>/k ,  by the inductive assumption. 
If r(L*) < r(L), it can easily be shown that L is the direct product of L* 
and a two-element chain. In this case, the inductive assumption shows that 
Pl ..... Pk are contained in at least k dual points of L*, which are mapped 
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into distinct dual points of L under the map x --~ x V Po 9 Thus I U [ /> k 
in any case, and the function g is given by a system of distinct representa- 
tives for the sets S(p), p E Pz . 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
As remarked in the introduction, it is well known that [ PL1 = [ DL [ 
in any finite, modular geometric lattice. The main step in the proof of 
Theorem 2 consists of showing that L is modular whenever [ PL [ = I DL I- 
The remaining part of the theorem is covered by the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3. Let L be a geometric lattice of dimension , and let Lk be the 
geometric lattice obtained by identifying all elements in L of rank ~ k. 
I f  Lk is modular, then k = O, 1, 2, or n. 
(In other words, Lk is modular only in trivial cases.) 
Proof Assume that k =~ n. Since Lk is modular, the interval sublattices 
x/O are modular for each x in L of rank k. This implies that a(x) = a*(x) 
whenever (x) = k. I f  we denote by/3k*(p) the number of elements in L 
of rank k containingp, we have ]3(p) ~ flk*(P) for allp e PL, by Theorem 1. 
(Note that this assumes k =/= n.) Thus 
Z 4x)= E Z E f3(p). 
~(x)=k r(x)~k ~PL  ~PL  
Since Lk is modular, we have w(1) = w(k -- 1). By Corollary 3, there is a 
bijection g which maps PL onto the elements of rank k -- 1 and has the 
property that g(p) ~ p for all p ~ PL. Furthermore, we have f~(p) > f](g(p)) 
if k -- 1 > l, since f~ is a strictly decreasing function on L. Hence 
E E 
rfx)=Ic r(y)=~--i !oeP L PePL 
in conflict with the previous inequality. Thus k -- 1 ~< 1 and the lemma 
follows. 
Theorem 2 now depends only on showing that L is modular when 
w(1) = w(n -- 1). For it follows from this that Li+l is modular whenever 
w(1) = w(i). I f  1 < i < n, Lemma 3 implies that i ---- n -- 1. 
We continue now with the main part of the proof, which proceeds by 
induction on the dimension of L. The theorem is trivial when r(L) <~ 2, 
so we assume that L has dimension > 2, and that the result holds for all 
lattices of smaller dimension. 
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From Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 we have the inequalities 
~*(d) ~< c~(d) ~ fi*(p) and ~*(d) ~</3(p) ~</3*(p), 
holding for all p ~ PL, d ~ DL, with p d~ d. Le t f  : PL - -+ DL  be a bijection 
with f (p )  2~ p for all p s PL.  (This is guaranteed by Corollary 2.) Then 
fi*(P) >~ Z c~*(f(p))= ~ c~*(d). 
P~PL 2~ c~eDL 
Since the sums on the right and left are equal, it follows that o~*(f(p)) = 
fi*(p) for all p e PL.  Hence c~*(f(p)) = ~(f(p))  and fl*(p) = fi(p) for 
all p ~ PL, by the above inequalities. Hence, by hypothesis, the intervals 
lip and d/O are modular for all p ~ PL and d ~ DL. 
Suppose x and y are covered by x V y. I f  x V y =/= 1, then x and y cover 
x A y by the modularity of  x V y/O. I f  x A y =/= 0, the same result follows 
from the modularity of 1Ix A y. Thus, to show that L is modular, it 
suffices to show that x A y =7{= 0 for all x, y E DL 9 But this will follow if 
we can show that ~*(d) = /3*(p) whenever p ~ PL, d e DL, and p .~ d. 
For, suppose that x and y are distinct dual points of  L, and let p be a 
point such that p ~< x, p d~ y. Then, since o~(y) = ~*(y) = /3*(p), the 
map z -+ z Vp takes the set {a [ a <~ y} onto the set {b ~DL ] b >~p}, 
by Lemma 1. Since x >~ p, there must be an a <~ y such that x = a V p. 
it follows that x A y = a > 0, since r(L) > 2. 
Thus, in order to complete the proof  of  Theorem 2, we need only show 
that, if 1 > do ~ P0 ~ 0, the mapp ingfo f  Corollary 2 can be chosen so 
that f(Po) = do. For then we have ~*(d0) = ~*(f(Po)) ---- fl*(Po) as was 
shown earlier. 
I f  p~PL- -{po},  let S(p) = {d~DL l  d ~ p}, and let T(p) = 
{d ~ DL -- {do} [d ~ p}. We wish to find distinct representatives for the 
sets T(p), p E PL -- {P0}. Letp~, p~ ..... Pk be k points in PL --  {Po}, and let 
k k 
U1 = U S(pi) and U2 = U T(pi). 
1 1 
Since the S(p)'s have an SDR, we have ] U11 >~ k, so that I Us ] >~ k -- 1. 
I f  [ 0"2 I = k --  1, then do ~ U1 and I U1 I = k. We show that this leads 
either to a conflict or to the desired result. 
Suppose that ] U2 [ = k --  1, and let u = Pl Vp~ V ... Vpk 9 Note that 
do ~ u, for otherwise do q! U1 and [ U2 ] = I U1 [ >~ k. Also u =/= 1, since 
if u = 1, then U1 = DL and ] U2 I = [ U~ [ --  1 = I PLI - -  1 >~ k, 
contrary to assumption. Hence u/O is contained in a proper interval of  L, 
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and is modular. Thus a*(u) = a(u). In fact, a*(u) = a(u) = k, for if 
a*(u) > k we have 
U S(q) = I U~] =k<~*(u)  
q~u 
and the SDR condition for the S(q)'s is violated. Since a (u)= k = 
lOLl--/3*(u), the map 7 -+ d~ of Lemma 2 maps {y]y  ~, u} onto 
{d ~ DL ] d ~ u}. Thus d A u ~ u for all d ~ u, and dl :~ dz implies that 
dx A u :/: d2 A u for all dl ,  d 2 ~ u. The proof now splits into several cases. 
CASE 1. Ifr(u) > 2, then, for any pair of distinct dual points d~ and d2, 
d~ A u and d2 A u are covered by or equal to u, and hence 
r(d~ A d2) ~ r((dx A u) A (d2 A u)) ~ 1 
by the modularity of u/O. Hence dl A d2 > 0 and the theorem follows. 
CASE 2. fir(u) = 1,wehavek = 1,u =- pl  ,andf l*(pl)  = I DLI  - -  1. 
We are assuming that ] U21 = I T(POI = k -- 1 = 0, so that Pl ~ do 
and I S(pO] = 1. Thus the funct ionfof  Corollary 2 must mapp~ onto do. 
Hence o~*(do)=f i* (p l )= LOL l - -  1 = IPz l - -1 .  Since P l~do and 
P~ ~ P0, it follows that do ~ Po, which conflicts with the original assump- 
tion. 
CASE 3. fir(u) = 2, we show again that d o >/P0. The functionfgiven 
by Corollary 2 must map the points less than u onto the dual points ~ u, 
since ~(u) = k = I DL I  - -  f i * (U) .  Since do ~ u, there must be a point 
q -< u with f (q )  = do 9 Let dl be a dual point such that q = dl A u. Then 
fi*(q) = 13*(dl A u) >/ I DL I - -  k + 1, since fi*(u) = I DL I - -  k. I f  
fi*(dl A u) > I DL I - -  k + 1, there exists a dual point d~ distinct from dl 
such that d2 >/dl  A u and d2 ~ u. But then d~ A u = d2 A u, which we 
have shown cannot hold. Hence 
fi*(q) -~ o~*(f(q)) ~- o~*(do) = I DL I - -  k + 1 = I PL I - -  k + 1. 
Now do contains at most one of the points less than u, since, if it contained 
two, it would contain their join, which is u. Thus do must contain all of the 
I Pz  I - -  k points not less than u. These include P0, so that do >/Po ,  con- 
trary to assumption. 
We may now conclude that the sets T(p) ,  p :~- Po,  have a system of 
distinct representatives. Thus there exists a function g = PL ~ DL with 
the property that g(Po) = do and g(p) ~ p for allp ~ Pr.. As shown above, 
this completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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6. GEOMETRIC LATTICES OF DIMENSION 3 
Let L be a geometric lattice of  dimension 3. I f  we associate with each 
dual point d of  L the set Sa = {p E PL I P <~ d}, then the following 
properties hold: (i) every pair of  points in PL is contained in exactly one 
Sa,  (ii) each Sa contains at least two points, and (iii) no Sa contains all the 
points. Conversely, any collection of  subsets $1 ..... Sm of a set T satisfying 
(i)-(iii) determines a geometric lattice o f  dimension 3. 
A theorem of de Bruijn and Erd6s [3] makes the following assertions 
about configurations $1, $2 .... , Sin, T satisfying conditions (i)-(iii): 
(1) m ~> IT  l, and (2) if m = (T), then the configuration is either 
a projective plane or one of the degenerate planes represented by 
81 = {2, 3,..., m}, $2 = {1, 2}, Sa = {1, 3},..., S~ = {1, m}. 
Assertion (l) is equivalent o our Theorem 1 for geometric lattices of  
dimension 3. 
Assertion (2) follows from Theorem 2 by means of the Birkhoff-Menger 
decomposition theorem for complemented, modular lattices [1, Ch. 4, w 
Note added in proof. The author has learned that Theorem 1 has been proved by 
Basterfield and Kelly (Proc. Camb. Philos. Soc., 64 (1968), 585-588). Their techniques 
also provide a way of stortening the last step in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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